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Abstract

The performance of the equivalence test in the context of analytical method transfers was investigated by means of a simulation study. An
ISPE design proposal and typical error contributions for pharmaceutical routine control have been used for the testing of accuracy. Acceptable
r t sufficient.
A simulations.
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esults (probability of a correct decision) have been obtained here. For total variations above 0.4% R.S.D. the basic design was no
n overview for the number of additional series needed corresponding to higher variations has been developed based on further
n alternative approach may be the choice of wider acceptance criteria, which was also evaluated.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

.1. Shortcomings of classical approaches compared to
he equivalence test

The success of an analytical method transfer for phar-
aceutical routine control is tested by comparing statistical

esults such as means or standard deviations (here only
he means are discussed) of the participating laboratories
btained after analyzing samples of the same substance

1,2]. If the test results suggest the rejection of a method
ransfer, there are two possibilities: the correct rejection of
n inappropriate transfer as well as rejecting a good method

ransfer. The decision has to be made without the knowledge
f the true situation. On the other hand, if the results suggest
ccepting a method transfer, there are again two underlying
ossibilities connected to this decision. First, the decision

o accept the transfer is correct. This is certainly desirable,
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but the probability for this case as well as the risk, tha
inappropriate transfer is accepted, depends on the stat
test used. The latter risk is the more important one. It sh
be strictly controlled because its consequence woul
release/reject decisions based on an inadequate perfor
of the method in pharmaceutical routine control.

For the evaluation of the performance of a statistical
both risks have to be considered. The classical appr
(t-test) is only capable of controlling the risk of wrong
rejecting a transfer with an a priori known probability. The
fore a probability valueα is chosen. The risk of accepting
inappropriate transfer is only accessible for each specia
but not in general. It is evident, that the equivalence test
trols this more important risk of passing a bad transfer wit
a priori chosen error probability. This feature is the advan
of the equivalence test, which makes it the more suitable
for method transfer situations [3,4]. In order to gain in
mation of the probabilities of the risks connected to the
situations, simulation studies have been carried out, in w
virtual transfer situations with known true bias have b
generated.
731-7085/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1.2. ISPE design

The International Society of Pharmaceutical Engineering
(ISPE) is a global, not-for-profit membership organization
that provides education, training, and technical publications
to Life Science professionals, including topics of general in-
terest about quality assurance.

An ISPE design proposal for assays of active pharmaceu-
tical ingredients was used. The guide recommends: “that at
least two analysts at each laboratory should independently
analyse three sample lots in triplicate; resulting in three dis-
tinct executions of the method” [1]. The criterion for the per-
formance of the equivalence test was the probability to accept
the analytical method transfer, in the case of an acceptably
small bias.

According to this design two approaches are thinkable.
First, one could understand the term sample lot as sample.
Then just three different samples are drawn and each is anal-
ysed in triplicate. The variability between the three samples
can be considered as being very small in this case. This pro-
cedure thus corresponds to a nine-fold application of the
method. Consequently only the variation due to the differ-
ent laboratories is taken into account.

The second understanding considers the term sample lot
as sample from a different batch. Using this interpretation,
it can be tested if the method is suitable in different labora-
t if-
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Therefore, data sets have been generated according to the
first approach. An a priori known error structure was used,
considering nine distinct executions of the method for each
analyst (Fig. 1).

2. Test procedure

2.1. Assumptions

In a first step the following assumptions have been made:
the observed error contributions are independent from each
other, both laboratories have the same error structure, the ac-
ceptance criteria for the upper and lower limit of the equiva-
lence test were set to typically values of±2% and the error
probability α (one-sided) was chosen to be 0.05 (see Sec-
tion 2.3). To get a first idea about the performance of the
equivalence test under these conditions a typical transfer sit-
uation was simulated. For the specific error terms connected
to the application of the method the values 0.3% (R.S.D.) for
system precision̂σSYS and 0.6% for sample preparationσ̂SP
have been chosen, which have been evaluated as of a typical
magnitude for LC assays [5]. The variation caused by the
analystsσ̂AN was initially set to 0.3% and varied later (see
Section 4). The equivalence test uses the arising mean values
of the analysts as single values. Therefore the performance of
t ndard
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ories even if the impurity profile slightly differs. Put d
erently, the selectivity of a method and its robustnes
etested.

If all analysts analyse the same three batches, the
mount of additional uncertainty between the batches
ot influence the overall probability to accept the equivale

est. However, if the batch variability found differs betwe
he laboratories this cannot be detected without addit
easures if the means are identical, e.g. considering
eans of 97, 100 and 103 in one lab and 99, 100 and

n the other one. Note, that for the second approach ne
he use of a pairedt-test nor the simultaneous testing of
hree batches is suitable, because then the analyst is
ndependent error component anymore, leading to corre
esults.

ig. 1. Basic error structure within a laboratory according to the ISPE
ign. An analyst independently performs three methods (including sa
reparation and measurement) using three sample lots.
he equivalence test is observed with respect to the sta
eviation of the means of the analystsσ̂x̄AN and an a prior
nown bias. Applying the above mentioned individual e
alues according to Eq. (1) yields 0.37% forσ̂x̄AN :

ˆ x̄AN =
√

σ̂2
AN + σ̂2

SYS + σ̂2
SP

9
=

√
0.32 + 0.62 + 0.32

9

= 0.37 (1)

ote, that different individual error values yielding the sa
ˆ x̄AN have equal probabilities according to the equivale
est.

.2. Simulation

First, a basic population according to the above menti
rror structure was generated, providing 2000 mean v

or each laboratory. Every single result of the basic po
ation was affected by the relative standard deviation o
xecution of the method (system precision and sample p
ation) and the analysts like described above (see Fig
hen a specified bias of 0 or 1% was integrated between

aboratories (for clearness only two bias-steps are sho
ote that a bias of 2% would be at the limit of accepta
nd would provide a probability of 5% to accept the met

ransfer (corresponding to the chosenα = 0.05 of the test, se
ig. 2).

Then the equivalence test was performed (see Sectio
sing two mean values per site resulting in 2000 tests.
elation of the accepted tests to the number of all perfor
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Fig. 2. The principal course of the power against a bias between two labora-
tories. The power at the limit of acceptance (bias = 2.0) is controlled to 5%.

tests was the probability to correctly accept the transfer. These
probability values should be understood with an uncertainty
of ±0.5.

2.3. Equivalence test

The percentage 90%-confidence interval of the equiva-
lence test is consisting of a lower limitCL and an upper limit
CU. Each limit is using a one-sided 95%-confidence interval
and it is calculated by Eq. (2) [6]:

CL = 100

[(
x̄1

x̄2

)
e−(tα,(2n−2)σ̂) − 1

]
,

CU = 100

[(
x̄1

x̄2

)
e(tα,(2n−2)σ̂) − 1

]
with

σ̂ =
√

1

2n
(σ̂2

1 + σ̂2
2)

(
1

x̄2
1

+ 1

x̄2
2

)
(2)

Whereas ¯x1/2 represent the laboratory means,σ̂1/2 the cor-
responding standard deviations. For the calculation of the
laboratory means and the corresponding standard deviations
in this case the respective mean values of the participating
analysts have been used as single values. Further, the value
tα,(2n−2) is derived from thet-distribution with n degrees of
freedom and the one-sided error probabilityα.
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3. Results using the ISPE concept

The ISPE recommendations are often interpreted, that
three different batches should be used in a method trans-
fer investigation. However, as already mentioned in Section
1.2, the pairedt-test and the simultaneously testing of three
batches are not suitable for this approach, because the analyst
is not an independent error source and therefore correlation
is produced.

The extent of correlation and its effect on the results si-
multaneously testing three batches was studied. A simulation
with σ̂AN = 0.3%, σ̂SP = 0.6%, σ̂SYS = 0.3% and a bias of
2% lead to a probability of accepting the equivalence test
of 9%. Hence the equivalence test is not able to control the
risk of passing a bad transfer to 5%. Moreover, the use of a
pairedt-test for this approach was investigated. The values
σ̂AN = 0.5%, σ̂SP = 0.6%, σ̂SYS = 0.3% and a bias of 2%
have been implemented in a further simulation. The result
was a probability of accepting the test of 19%, which is quite
higher as the required 5%, too.

Therefore the initial simulation was performed consider-
ing only one batch and two analysts for each laboratory. The
considerations of Section 2.1 have been applied resulting in
a variation of the analysts of 0.37%. The arrow (a) in Fig. 3
marks this opening result.

A probability of 89% to correctly accept such a transfer
w 0.3%
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The transfer was accepted, when the lower and the u
imit of the 90%-confidence interval were completely wit
he interval of±2%.

.4. Software

All calculations were performed by Microsoft® Excel 97
Munich, Germany). TheN(µ,�2) normal distributed sin
le valuesxi were generated by the function:norminv
random 〈〉, µ, σ) . The mean valueµ was always 1.0 an
he varianceσ2 (here in terms of standard deviation) l
escribed above (e.g.σ = 0.003 = 0.3/100 = 0.3% for syste
recision).
as found to be adequate assuming an error amount of
or the analysts and no bias. In such a situation this de
roposal is suitable. The probability to accept a transfer
bias of 1% (arrow (b)) is always lower due to the smaller

ance to the limit of acceptance (see Fig. 2). For the situa
hereσ̂x̄AN = 0.62% (applying Eq. (1) witĥσAN = 0.58%)
ne can see a clear decrease of the probability (50%).
hows, that this design is not appropriate for comparat
igher error contributions. The probability could be heig
ned ifN= 3 analysts were involved as a modification of
esign proposal (then the probability increases from 5
8%, shown by arrow (c)). A value of 0.3% for the variat
aused by analysts could be seen as a quite low contrib
dditional error sources between the series apart from

ysts (e.g. different days), which might increase the varia
hould be taken into account. This was made in the follow
ection.

. Extension of the ISPE concept

The ISPE concept has been extended by additio
egarding other sources between the series apart fro
rror caused by analysts. The termσ̂AN was replaced bŷσB

o demonstrate, that not only the variation due to diffe
nalysts but also due to other additional error sourc
robably included. As one could change the number
roposed replicatesnSYS or sample preparationsnSP the
tandard deviation of the series-meansσ̂x̄series is given by the
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Fig. 3. The circles in this figure demonstrate the probability to correctly accept the method transfer, because the true bias (0% in the upper layer and 1% in the
deeper layer) is lower than the 2% of the acceptance criteria. On thex-axis the variation R.S.D.% according to Eqs. (1) or (3) is depicted. They-axis shows the
numberN of analysts or series used. The error probabilityα was 0.05. For explanation of (a), (b) and (c) see text.

following general equation (3):

σ̂x̄series =
√

σ̂2
B + σ̂2

SP

nSP
+ σ̂2

SYS

nSPnSYS
(3)

The σ̂SYS and theσ̂SP have only a small effect on thêσx̄series.
Performing four executions (nSP= 12) instead of three
per sample under the same error structure of the starting
example (see Section 2.1) leads to an only very slightly
smaller variation of 0.36%:

σ̂x̄series =
√

0.32 + 0.62 + 0.32

12
= 0.36

Therefore just the valuêσB for the series means has been
modified: 0.35, 0.58, 0.80, 1.00, 1.20, 1.40 and 1.60 have
been taken into account. This results in R.S.D.-values for
the variation of the series-meansσ̂x̄series of 0.41, 0.62, 0.83,
1.02, 1.21, 1.40 and 1.64. According to these extensions
Fig. 3 demonstrates the effect of higher variations of the
laboratories on the probability to correctly accept a method
transfer. To retain a probability of more than 80%, which is
regarded as adequate, for every 0.2%-step of the estimated
total R.S.D.% at least one additional series would be
necessary (individual R.S.D.%-values for thex-axis could
be calculated by means of Eq. (3)). As one can see here, a
fi ecial
s . At
a oba-
b eans
n ify a

successful transfer with an adequate probability. Hence Fig. 3
provides various possible examples for a transfer situation.
For different situations, where the individual error amounts
of the involved error sources yield the sameσ̂x̄seriesaccording
to Eq. (3), there is the same probability to accept the method
transfer. Thus, with the knowledge of the own error sources
and the total variation according to Eq. (3) and the number of
involved series, Fig. 3 provides the probability for correctly
accepting a successful transfer. Note, for different transfer
situations, where the ratio ofσ̂x̄series to the acceptance criteria
and the ratio of the bias to the acceptance criteria are the
same, the probability to accept a transfer correctly is also
equal. For e.g. the cases: (a)σ̂x̄series = 0.8%, acceptance
criterion = 2.0% and bias = 1.0% and (b)σ̂x̄series = 1.0%,
acceptance criterion = 2.5% and bias = 1.25% the same
probability to correctly accept a transfer results.

5. Conclusions

The ISPE design provides adequate probabilities to ac-
cept successful method transfers correctly only for relatively
small error amounts. For a total variation of more than 0.62%
this fixed design leads to unsatisfying probabilities to reject
successful transfers. For each definite error amount an indi-
v s an
o wer
o very
0 eries
w

xed design cannot suffice in every case. For every sp
ituation another individual number of series is required
n R.S.D. of 1.02% and a number of series of 3 the pr
ility decreases to 37%. A higher R.S.D. of the series-m
eeds a higher number of series, if one wants to ident
idual number of series is needed. Thus Fig. 3 provide
verview for numerous error scenarios. To retain a po
f more than 80%, which is regarded as adequate, for e
.2%-step of the total R.S.D.% at least one additional s
ould be necessary.
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